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Abstract: Air pollution spillover can cause air pollution to negatively affect neighboring regions.
The structure of air pollution spillover varies with changes in season and space. Researching the
spatial and seasonal characteristics of air pollution spillover is beneficial for determining air pollution
prevention and control policies. First, this paper uses the GARCH-BEKK model to correlate the
air pollution spillover among cities. Second, a complex network is constructed, and cities that
have stronger spillover correlations are grouped into the same region. Finally, motifs are analyzed
regarding the spillover relationships among regions. This paper also compares the structure of air
pollution spillover during various seasons. This study determines that every season has a core region
where the air pollution spillover exits the region. The core region in the spring is western East China,
in the summer it is northern East China, in the autumn it is northern East China, and in the winter
it is northern North China. These regions interact with most other regions. Furthermore, in spring
and winter, the phenomena of air pollution spillover between regions are stronger than those in
summer and autumn. We can weaken the air pollution spillover by controlling the air pollution in
core regions.

Keywords: air pollution; spillover; complex network; motif; season

1. Introduction

With the pace of urbanization in China, air pollution is no longer isolated to individual
cities; it can also influence other regions’ air quality. This phenomenon has been classified
as air pollution spillover [1]. Because China has the characteristics of a large land surface,
prominent seasonal change, and unbalanced industrial development, Chinese air pollution
shows a very significant seasonal fluctuation [2,3]. Air pollution spillover can have a
negative influence on other neighboring regions [4,5], such as increasing the cancer risk of
cities’ residents, increasing the number of bacterial colonies in the air, etc. [6,7]. Controlling
air pollution spillover could reduce the cost of air pollution treatment [8]. Thus, the Chinese
government has paid high attention to the phenomenon of air pollution spillover [9].
Therefore, a better comprehension of the spatial and seasonal characteristics of air pollution
spillover structures in China is an urgent need.

Numerous studies have researched the structure of Chinese air pollution spillover.
Most studies focus on two aspects: spatial and seasonal factors. From a spatial perspective,
air pollution spillover has the potential to influence distant regions. This distance scale
includes intercity spillover [10] and spillover between cities [7]. Wu et al. used the GARCH-
BEKK model to analyze the air pollution spillover pattern among eight cities in Taiwan
Province [11]. Cheng et al. analyzed the air pollution spillover among Yangtze River
Delta cities and showed that the phenomenon of air pollution spillover was strong in
these cities [12]. Additionally, Liao et al. analyzed the air pollution spillover among
cities in Guangdong Province and showed that the phenomenon of air pollution spillover
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in Guangdong was a serious concern [13]; spillover among large regions has also been
analyzed [14]. Luyu Chang et al. divided China into South China, North China, the Sichuan
Basin, etc., and analyzed the spillover of air pollution among these regions [15]. Sun et al.
used the WRF–CAMx–PSAT model to analyze air pollution spillover among regions in
the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River. The results showed that air pollution
spillover had seasonal characteristics and that its influence can reach distant regions [16].
He et al. analyzed the air pollution spillover from 2003 to 2018 in central China and
showed that the structure of air pollution spillover had clear seasonal characteristics [17].
Chang et al. used the HP index to analyze air pollution spillover in the long term and
showed that this phenomenon became more pronounced during the 1990s, when China
began to develop [15], and involved spillover among countries [18]. Considering seasonal
factors, the structure of air pollution spillover has been shown to change between seasons.
Chen et al. demonstrated that the monsoon influenced the structure of air pollution
spillover. During the monsoon season, the phenomenon of air pollution spillover was also
prominent [19]. Zhou et al. showed that the characteristics of air pollution in Chinese
cities were influenced by seasons [20]. Gong et al. showed that the air pollution spillover
among Chinese cities was stronger in the winter than in the summer [21]. These papers
used different methods and analyzed the phenomenon of air pollution spillover from two
perspectives: spatial and seasonal.

However, to our knowledge, most previous studies have mainly focused on air pollu-
tion spillover among only a few regions, and there is a lack of data on this phenomenon
throughout China. Moreover, traditional air pollution models do not consider the uncer-
tainty of air pollution spillover [22,23], which may have caused deviations in the deter-
mination of potential sources of air pollution. Therefore, considering the uncertainty of
air pollution spillover, the present paper uses a complex network to describe the structure
of air pollution spillover [24,25]. To study air pollution spillover throughout China, it is
necessary to use a motif algorithm to further analyze the meso structure of air pollution
spillover between regions. A motif is a form of algorithm that is adapted to analyze a time
series of spillover among large areas and time scales [26,27], and it is the basic structure
of a complex network [28]. Based on the complex network, to some extent, the motif
algorithm can increase the accuracy of findings regarding the sources of air pollution
spillover. In addition, because the structure of air pollution spillover changes with the
seasons, this paper also investigates these changes. The results of this investigation may
help local governments introduce more targeted policies to prevent the phenomenon of air
pollution spillover.

This paper analyzes the spatial structure characteristics of air pollution spillover in
Chinese cities and the influence of seasons on the spatial characteristics to provide a basis
for the coordinated control of air pollution in China. First, this paper uses the GARCH-
BEKK model to extract the air pollution spillover relationship of 366 cities in China and
constructed a complex network. Second, the cities with strong spillover relationships are
divided into the same region, and the motif is used to analyze the air pollution spillover
structure among regions. Finally, this paper compares air pollution spillover during
different seasons.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data

This paper’s data source is the official website of the Ministry of Ecology and En-
vironment of the People’s Republic of China (https://datacenter.mee.gov.cn/websjzx/
queryIndex.vm; accessed on 1 June 2020). The data range is from 01.03.2019–29.02.2020
throughout the four seasons. The main air pollutants include O2, CO, PM2.5, PM10, SO2
and O3 [29,30]. These pollutants are monitored by the station inside each city. The detection
process follows “Ambient air quality standards” (GB 3095–2012) and “Technical specifi-
cations for environmental air quality assessment” (HJ 663–2013). The air quality index
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(AQI) is used to reflect air pollutants in a comprehensive way [31,32]. Data are selected at
three-hour intervals.

2.2. Method
2.2.1. Step 1: Extracting the Relationship of Air Pollution Spillover among Cities Based on
the GARCH-BEKK Model

This study uses the GARCH-BEKK model to analyze the air pollution relationship
between 366 Chinese cities. The GARCH-BEKK model can be used in the research of a
time series of spillover. By using this model, we can analyze time series more flexibly,
as the model is able to analyze all types of time series with various lengths, smooth or
intermittent, and constant or variable. The model has lower dimensions and moderate
calculations in comparison to other models. Binary GARCH-BEKK models can estimate
the influence of air pollution spillover between cities, and there is no heteroscedasticity
of linear equations in the model [33]. The GARCH-BEKK model often used to analyze
the synchronization between time series. Taking this paper as an example: if the AQI in
city A rises, then AQI in city B also rises, and the AQI in these two cities have stronger
synchronization and have a larger GARCH coefficient. For this study, previous research is
used to test the data’s ARCH effect. If the p-value is larger than 0.01, then the data has an
ARCH effect, and we can perform further calculations. If not, we omit the city data. If the
distance between the cities is greater than 200 km, we assume that there is no air pollution
relationship among the cities [34]. The conditional variance equation of GARCH-BEKK is
calculated in the following Equations (1) and (2):

H(t) = C′C + A′εt−1ε′t−1 A + B′Ht−1B (1)

Ht =
[

c11 0
c21 c22

]′[ c11 0
c21 c22

]
+

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]′[
ε2

1,t−1 ε1,t−1ε2,t−1
ε1,t−1ε2,t−1 ε2

2,t−1

][
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
+ . . .+[

b11 b12
b21 b22

]′[ h11,t−1 h12,t_!
h21,t−1 h22,t−1

][
b11 b12
b21 b22

] (2)

where (t) in the equation represents the conditional variance equation, which is a 2 × 2
matrix, C is an undertriangular matrix, A is a 2 × 2 matrix that is the coefficient of ARCH,
which represents the contribution of the q-order residual to the conditional variance, and B
is a 2 × 2 coefficient matrix that represents the degree of correlation between the current
conditional variance and the past conditional variance.

In Equation (2), Ht =

[
h11 h12
h21 h22

]
can be decoupled as the following Equations (3)

and (4):

h11,t = c2
11 + c2

21 + a2
11ε2

1,t−1 + 2a11a12ε1,t−1ε2,t−1 + a2
21ε2

2,t−1 + b2
11h11,t−1 + . . . + 2b11b21h12,t−1 + b2

21h22,t−1 (3)

h22,t = c2
11 + a2

12ε2
1,t−1 + 2a11a22ε1,t−1ε2,t−1 + a2

22ε2
2,t−1 + b2

12h11,t−1 + . . . + 2b12b22h12,t−1 + b2
22h22,t−1 (4)

The parameter matrices A and B in Equations (3)’s and (4)’s elements in diagonal (a12,
a21 and b12, b21) show how air pollution spills over between cities. To analyze the air
pollution spillover between cities, we formulate (5) and (6) as follows:

H0 : a12 = a21 = b12 = b21 = 0 (no spillover e f f ect) (5)

H1 : a12 6= a21 6= b12 6= b21 6= 0 (spillover e f f ect), (6)

Thus, (5) is the null hypothesis, and (6) is the alternative hypothesis. This result can
be used as evidence of air pollution spillover between cities.
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2.2.2. Step 2: Dividing the Regions of Air Pollution Spillover Based on a Complex Network

To analyze the division of regions, this paper constructs a complex network of air
pollution spillover between cities. This complex network uses cities as nodes and the
spillover relationship between two cities closer than 200 km as edges. We use this complex
network to research the topology of air pollution between cities. The relationship of nodes
and sides is determined by the following Equation (7):

G = (N, E) (7)

where G represents the air pollution spillover complex network, E represents the edges of
the network, and the nodes are represented by i and j. If there is a relationship between
i and j, we use ei and ej as the edges between nodes. The equation of the air pollution
complex network is as follows (8):

E =

 e1, 1 · · · e1, j
...

. . .
...

ei, 1 · · · ei, j

 (8)

In this paper, 366 Chinese cities are used as nodes. The coefficient absolute value
of GARCH-BEKK spillover is the side’s weight. The direction of spillover is the side’s
direction, as described by the air pollution complex network.

We use the complex network’s algorithm of modularity to divide the region. Modular-
ity is a kind of standard that can estimate the division of regions; if the modularity is larger,
the network is more strongly divided. The modularity’s value is between −1 and 1. The
equation of modularity is the following Equation (9) [35]:

Q =
1

2m ∑
i,j

[
wi,j −

Ai Aj

2m

]
δ
(
ci, cj

)
(9)

In Equation (9), wi,j is the weight of the side between node i and node j, Ai = ∑
j

wi,j

is the sum of all sides of i’s weight, Aj = ∑
i

wj,i is the sum of all sides of j’s weight,

m = 1
2 ∑

i,j
wi,j is the modularity of i, and cj is the modularity of j. If node i and node j are in

the same modularity, then ci = cj, δ(ci, cj) = 1; if not, δ(ci, cj) = 0. We divide the regions of air
pollution such that they can divide the air pollution spillover more synchronously into the
same region. This efficiency management can be improved. After dividing the regions, we
use ArcGIS to visualize the results.

2.2.3. Step 3: Analyzing the Structure of Air Pollution Spillover among Regions Based
on Motifs

The motif is the basic unit of a complex network. The motif is a kind of structure
which size between node and modularity in complex network, it is the basic topologic of
complex network. A motif is the basic connection method of nodes in complex network.
Analyzing motifs can help us better research the model of air pollution spillover between
regions. The motifs in the complex network have 13 kinds of 3 nodes. Nodes have 30 kinds
of features. All features are shown in Figure 1 [36].
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In the motif standards, the Z-score represents the ratio of the regular network and
the random network. Nreali represents the motif in the regular network. Nrandi is the
motif in the random network. 〈Nrandi〉 represents the average value. In addition, σ randi
represents the standard deviation. The Z-score Equation (10) is as follows:

Zi =
Nreali− 〈Nrandi〉

σrandi
(10)

Equation (10) calculates the ratio of motifs in the ratio and random network. If the
Z-score is positive, the ratio of motifs in the regular network is greater than in the random
network and motifs are more important. If the Z-score is negative, the motif is not in the
complex network.

The p-value shows the frequency of motifs appearing in the complex network. A
smaller p-value indicates a more important motif. If we remove this motif, we can weaken
the spillover of air pollution in regions.

3. Results
3.1. Regional Division Based on Air Pollution Spillover

Our paper uses a complex network based on the spillover of air pollution that divided
the regions and sequentially used ArcGIS to visualize the regions of air pollution, as shown
in Figure 2. Red indicates the relationship of air pollution spillover between cities in
regions. Darker red indicates that the relationship of cities in regions is stronger. Lighter
red indicates that the relationship is weaker. Gray indicates that the average relationship
between cities in this region is 0. White signifies that there are no data in this region.
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of air pollution spillover in different seasons.

In the spring, there are 77 spillover regions. There are 14 regions whose average
spillover relationship is not 0. As shown in Figure 2, the regions whose average spillover
relationship is not 0 are concentrated between East and North China, as well as between
East China and Middle China. In West China, the spillover relationship between cities is
very weak. In the spring, there is a strong abnormal northeast wind through the South
China Sea and the region of the North Pacific Ocean, which may be the cause of this
phenomenon. In the summer, there are 103 spillover regions. There are 14 regions whose
average spillover relationship is not 0. From the spatial distribution, the summer regions
do not completely border each other. They can be divided into East China and South China,
West and North China, and West and South China. The summer characteristics of the
spatial distribution of the air pollution spillover relationship from west to the east gradually
weaken and then become strong. The regions in the summer are the same as those in the
spring, but there are fewer regions whose average relationship is not 0 in the summer;
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thus, the ratio of these regions is lower. The cause of this phenomenon is likely from the
influences of stronger typhoons, and the South Asian summer monsoon and East Asian
summer monsoon cross influences are stronger [37–39]. Autumn has 93 spillover regions.
There are 12 regions whose average spillover relationship is not 0. From Figure 2, the
difference between autumn, summer, and spring is that in autumn, the average spillover
relationship is stronger in the west than in the east. The average spsillover factor is far
weaker than in the summer and spring. The cause of this phenomenon is likely from the
Northern Hemisphere, and atmospheric migration from west to the east is active [40]. In
the winter, there are 79 regions. There are 15 regions whose average spillover relationship
is not 0. Winter has the highest number of regions of the seasons. The characteristic in the
winter is that the north relationship is stronger than the south relationship. The cause of
this phenomenon may be that there is centralized heating in North China during the winter.
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In summary, from a time perspective, the phenomenon of air pollution is stronger in
the spring and winter, and the range of spillover is larger. In summer and autumn, the air
pollution is weaker, and the range of spillover is smaller. From a spatial perspective, in the
spring and winter, air pollution spillover is more common in the middle and east cities. In
the summer and autumn, air pollution spillover is observed more in western China.
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3.2. Air Pollution’s Spillover among Regions

This paper uses the number of cities between regions that have a spillover relationship
to construct a complex network. The nodes of the complex network are the regions. The
color of nodes indicates the strength of the regions’ output air pollution. The warmer colors
indicate that the output of air pollution is stronger. The cooler colors indicate that the
output of air pollution is weaker. The sides of the complex network are the numbers of
cities with spillover relationships between regions. Wider sides indicate larger quantities
of cities with relationships, and narrow sides mean smaller quantities. Figure 3 shows the
complex network constructed by air pollution spillover between regions.
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Figure 3 shows that in spring, there are 13 regions with air pollution relationships,
which is the most of the four seasons. The regions with strong relationships lie in North
China and Middle China. The region with the strongest output of air pollution is the
western part of East China. Although cities in eastern China have strong air pollution
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spillover relationships, the region does not have relationships with other regions. In the
summer, there are seven regions with air pollution spillover relationships. This is the season
with the fewest regions with air pollution spillover relationships of the four seasons. The
northern part of East China, the western part of East China and the middle of Middle China
are the regions that have the strongest spillover relationships. In autumn, nine regions have
air pollution spillover relationships. The region that most strongly influenced the other
regions is Middle China; other regions have weaker influences. In the winter, there are
11 regions with air pollution relationships. The northern part of North China, the northern
part of East China, and the northern part of South China have stronger relationships, and in
North China, the air pollution relationship between regions is stronger than in South China.

The air pollution spillover relationship between regions is stronger in the spring and
winter and weaker in the summer and autumn. In the summer, spring, and autumn, East
China and Middle China have stronger air pollution output into other regions. In the
winter, East China, Middle China, and North China have stronger influences on other
regions. In the four seasons, the regions with air pollution spillover relationships are
concentrated in the Middle China and East China regions. Although in West China, the air
pollution spillover relationships in cities are stronger than those in Middle and East China,
the air pollution spillover relationship between regions is weaker than that in Middle and
East China. The reason perhaps is because cities are dense in East China, with higher
development and flat terrain, making it easy to spread air pollutants. West China has
complex terrain, and it is difficult for air pollutants to move between regions.

3.3. Structure of Air Pollution Spillover among Regions

It is necessary to control air pollution spillover between regions, but this does not
mean that every region must be tended to. To analyze the motifs of the air pollution
complex network, we identify core regions and central motifs. In this way, we can control
air pollution spillover between core regions, destroying the essential construct of the
complex network; furthermore, we can weaken the phenomenon of air pollution spillover
between regions.

In motifs, if the Z-score is a positive value and undefined, this means that this motif
has a significant presence in the complex network. A p-value near 0 shows that it is
important in the complex network, in contrast to a p-value near 1. Tables 1–4 show the
construction of the motif in the four seasons. Many previous studies have aimed to describe
the form of motifs. We comprehensively describe programs such as Shai S. Shen-Orr (2002),
R. Milo (2002), S. Mangan (2003), Ron Milo (2004), and N. Kashtan (2005) [28,41–43]. We
correspondingly construct Tables 1–4.

Table 1. Spring significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region.

Season
Motif Important Included Regions

Construct Numbering Z-Score p-Value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

Spring
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south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#1
Complete

connection
7.7573 0

northeast of
North China

Middle China
west of East China
west of East China
west of East China

south of
North China

south of
North China

north south of
East China

north south of
East China

south of
North China

southeast of
North China

west of East China
southeast of
North China

east middle of
East China

east south of
North China
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Table 1. Cont.

Season
Motif Important Included Regions

Construct Numbering Z-Score p-Value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
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Table 2. Summer significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region. 

Season 
Motif Important Include regions 

Construct Numbering Z-score P-value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Sum-
mer 

 

#3 
Include 

core 
69.254 0 

north of Middle China 
north of Middle China 
south of Middle China 
south of Middle China 

west of East China 
west of East China 

middle of Middle 
China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
north of East China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
south of East China 
south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#2
Max

output
0.086047 0.452

Middle China
west of East China
west of East China
west of East China

west of East China
southeast of
East China

southeast of
East China

southeast of
East China

southeast of
East China

north south of
East China

south of
North China
southeast of
North China
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Season 
Motif Important Include regions 

Construct Numbering Z-score P-value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Sum-
mer 

 

#3 
Include 

core 
69.254 0 

north of Middle China 
north of Middle China 
south of Middle China 
south of Middle China 

west of East China 
west of East China 

middle of Middle 
China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
north of East China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
south of East China 
south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#3
Include

core
6.0967 0 west of East China southeast of

East China
east middle of

East China

Table 2. Summer significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region.

Season
Motif Important Include Regions

Construct Numbering Z-Score p-Value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
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Season 
Motif Important Include regions 

Construct Numbering Z-score P-value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Sum-
mer 

 

#3 
Include 

core 
69.254 0 

north of Middle China 
north of Middle China 
south of Middle China 
south of Middle China 

west of East China 
west of East China 

middle of Middle 
China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
north of East China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
south of East China 
south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#3
Include

core
69.254 0

north of
Middle China

north of
Middle China

south of
Middle China

south of
Middle China

west of
East China

west of
East China

middle of
Middle China

north of
East China

west of
East China

west of
East China

north of
East China

north of
East China

north of
East China

west of
East China

north of
East China

south of
East China

south of
East China

east of North
China
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Table 2. Summer significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region. 

Season 
Motif Important Include regions 

Construct Numbering Z-score P-value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Sum-
mer 

 

#3 
Include 

core 
69.254 0 

north of Middle China 
north of Middle China 
south of Middle China 
south of Middle China 

west of East China 
west of East China 

middle of Middle 
China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
north of East China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
south of East China 
south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#4
Uncomplete
connection

undefined 0 south of
Middle China

middle of
Middle China

west of
East China
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Table 2. Summer significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region. 

Season 
Motif Important Include regions 

Construct Numbering Z-score P-value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Sum-
mer 

 

#3 
Include 

core 
69.254 0 

north of Middle China 
north of Middle China 
south of Middle China 
south of Middle China 

west of East China 
west of East China 

middle of Middle 
China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
north of East China 

north of East China 
west of East China 
north of East China 
south of East China 
south of East China 
east of North China 

 

#4 
Uncomplete 
connection 

unde-
fined 

0 south of Middle China middle of Middle 
China 

west of East China 

 

#5 
Notable 

Core 
27.037 0 north of Middle China east of North China west of East China 

#5
Notable

Core
27.037 0 north of

Middle China
east of North

China
west of

East China

Table 3. Autumn significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region.

Season
Motif Important Include Regions

Construct Numbering Z-Score p-Value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

Autumn
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China 

south of East 
China 

Motif #1 is the construct of complete connection. In this construction, air pollution 
spillover in three regions can influence each other. Motif #2 is the maximum output con-
struct. Region 3 sends air pollution to regions 1 and 2, and thus, region 3 is the maximum 
output region. In motif #3, node 1 receives air pollution spillover from regions 1 and 2 and 
is the notable core of the motif. In motif #4, region 3 receives air pollution spillover from 
regions 1 and 2. Regions 1 and 2 do not connect. Thus, motif #3 is an incomplete connec-
tion construct. In motif #5, regions 1 and 2’s air pollution spillovers influence each other, 
and region 3 sends air pollution spillover influence to regions 1 and 2; thus, region 3 is 
motif #5’s notable core. In motif #6, region 3 sends air pollution spillover to regions 1 and 
2. It is the construct of one node output. In motif #7, region 2 sends air pollution spillover 
to regions 1 and 3; it is the construct of one node received. 

From Tables 1 and 4 and Figure 4, motif #1 has the construct of a complete connection. 
It is the most important during the spring, autumn, and winter. Motif #4, which has an 
incomplete connection construct, is the most important during the summer. In motif #1, 
three nodes can transport air pollution spillover influence each other. This type of motif 
should be the focus of prevention. Motif #4 should be the focus of prevention during the 
summer. 

#1
Complete
connect

2.0143 0

north of
East China

north of
East China

north of
East China

south of
Middle China

south of
East China

south of
East China
middle of

Middle China
south of

East China

middle of
Middle China

south of
Middle China

south of
Middle China

middle of
Middle China
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#1 
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connect 
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1.7636 0 south of North China 
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China 

south of East 
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Motif #1 is the construct of complete connection. In this construction, air pollution 
spillover in three regions can influence each other. Motif #2 is the maximum output con-
struct. Region 3 sends air pollution to regions 1 and 2, and thus, region 3 is the maximum 
output region. In motif #3, node 1 receives air pollution spillover from regions 1 and 2 and 
is the notable core of the motif. In motif #4, region 3 receives air pollution spillover from 
regions 1 and 2. Regions 1 and 2 do not connect. Thus, motif #3 is an incomplete connec-
tion construct. In motif #5, regions 1 and 2’s air pollution spillovers influence each other, 
and region 3 sends air pollution spillover influence to regions 1 and 2; thus, region 3 is 
motif #5’s notable core. In motif #6, region 3 sends air pollution spillover to regions 1 and 
2. It is the construct of one node output. In motif #7, region 2 sends air pollution spillover 
to regions 1 and 3; it is the construct of one node received. 

From Tables 1 and 4 and Figure 4, motif #1 has the construct of a complete connection. 
It is the most important during the spring, autumn, and winter. Motif #4, which has an 
incomplete connection construct, is the most important during the summer. In motif #1, 
three nodes can transport air pollution spillover influence each other. This type of motif 
should be the focus of prevention. Motif #4 should be the focus of prevention during the 
summer. 

#6
One node

output
0.7521 0 east of South

China
south of

Southwest China
south of

East China
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Table 4. Winter significant phantom importance evaluation and inclusion region.

Season
Motif Important Include Regions

Construct Numbering Z-Score p-Value Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

Winter
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Motif #1 is the construct of complete connection. In this construction, air pollution 
spillover in three regions can influence each other. Motif #2 is the maximum output con-
struct. Region 3 sends air pollution to regions 1 and 2, and thus, region 3 is the maximum 
output region. In motif #3, node 1 receives air pollution spillover from regions 1 and 2 and 
is the notable core of the motif. In motif #4, region 3 receives air pollution spillover from 
regions 1 and 2. Regions 1 and 2 do not connect. Thus, motif #3 is an incomplete connec-
tion construct. In motif #5, regions 1 and 2’s air pollution spillovers influence each other, 
and region 3 sends air pollution spillover influence to regions 1 and 2; thus, region 3 is 
motif #5’s notable core. In motif #6, region 3 sends air pollution spillover to regions 1 and 
2. It is the construct of one node output. In motif #7, region 2 sends air pollution spillover 
to regions 1 and 3; it is the construct of one node received. 

From Tables 1 and 4 and Figure 4, motif #1 has the construct of a complete connection. 
It is the most important during the spring, autumn, and winter. Motif #4, which has an 
incomplete connection construct, is the most important during the summer. In motif #1, 
three nodes can transport air pollution spillover influence each other. This type of motif 
should be the focus of prevention. Motif #4 should be the focus of prevention during the 
summer. 

#1
Complete
connect

5.8694 0

east of
South China

south of
North China
northeast of

Middle China
northeast of

Middle China

south of
East China

north of
East China

northwest of
Middle China

north of
East China

south of
Middle China

north of
North China

north of
North China

north of
North China
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connect 
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Motif #1 is the construct of complete connection. In this construction, air pollution 
spillover in three regions can influence each other. Motif #2 is the maximum output con-
struct. Region 3 sends air pollution to regions 1 and 2, and thus, region 3 is the maximum 
output region. In motif #3, node 1 receives air pollution spillover from regions 1 and 2 and 
is the notable core of the motif. In motif #4, region 3 receives air pollution spillover from 
regions 1 and 2. Regions 1 and 2 do not connect. Thus, motif #3 is an incomplete connec-
tion construct. In motif #5, regions 1 and 2’s air pollution spillovers influence each other, 
and region 3 sends air pollution spillover influence to regions 1 and 2; thus, region 3 is 
motif #5’s notable core. In motif #6, region 3 sends air pollution spillover to regions 1 and 
2. It is the construct of one node output. In motif #7, region 2 sends air pollution spillover 
to regions 1 and 3; it is the construct of one node received. 

From Tables 1 and 4 and Figure 4, motif #1 has the construct of a complete connection. 
It is the most important during the spring, autumn, and winter. Motif #4, which has an 
incomplete connection construct, is the most important during the summer. In motif #1, 
three nodes can transport air pollution spillover influence each other. This type of motif 
should be the focus of prevention. Motif #4 should be the focus of prevention during the 
summer. 

#7
One node

input
1.7636 0 south of

North China
northeast of

Middle China
south of

East China

Motif #1 is the construct of complete connection. In this construction, air pollution
spillover in three regions can influence each other. Motif #2 is the maximum output
construct. Region 3 sends air pollution to regions 1 and 2, and thus, region 3 is the
maximum output region. In motif #3, node 1 receives air pollution spillover from regions 1
and 2 and is the notable core of the motif. In motif #4, region 3 receives air pollution
spillover from regions 1 and 2. Regions 1 and 2 do not connect. Thus, motif #3 is an
incomplete connection construct. In motif #5, regions 1 and 2’s air pollution spillovers
influence each other, and region 3 sends air pollution spillover influence to regions 1 and 2;
thus, region 3 is motif #5’s notable core. In motif #6, region 3 sends air pollution spillover
to regions 1 and 2. It is the construct of one node output. In motif #7, region 2 sends air
pollution spillover to regions 1 and 3; it is the construct of one node received.

From Tables 1 and 4 and Figure 4, motif #1 has the construct of a complete connection.
It is the most important during the spring, autumn, and winter. Motif #4, which has an
incomplete connection construct, is the most important during the summer. In motif #1,
three nodes can transport air pollution spillover influence each other. This type of motif
should be the focus of prevention. Motif #4 should be the focus of prevention during
the summer.

In the spring, the core of motif #1 is western East China. It can connect with southern
North China, northeast East China, middle-east East China, southeast North China, and
Middle China; the air pollution spillovers can influence each other. In summer, the core of
motif #4 is northern East China. It can connect with northern Middle China, central Middle
China, western East China, southern Middle China, southern East China, and eastern
North China. In autumn, the core of motif #1 is northern East China. It can connect with
southern East China, central Middle China, and southern Middle China. In winter, the core
of motif #1 is northern North China. It can connect with eastern South China, southern
East China, southern Middle China, southern North China, northern East China, northeast
Middle China and northwest Middle China.

Thus, there is a core of air pollution transport in the four seasons. Through the core
region, other regions can connect to each other. The different seasons have different core
regions. By controlling the air pollution in core regions, we can better prevent air pollution
transportation between regions.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper aims to solve how air pollution spillovers occur between regions in China.
Because different seasons have distinct characteristics in China, how air pollution spills over
between seasons is a severe problem to address. This paper uses the AQI to characterize
air pollution. Then, this paper uses the GARCH-BEKK model to construct an air pollution
complex network of 366 Chinese cities. After constructing a complex air pollution network,
we use a modularity algorithm to divide the cities that are more synchronous into the same
regions. Finally, we use motifs to analyze the structure of air pollution spillover among
regions and observe the differences between seasons. Our conclusions are as follows:

• From a seasonal perspective, the phenomenon of air pollution spillover is stronger in
spring and winter and weaker in summer and autumn.

The strength of air pollution spillover is different in different seasons. The number of
areas that have air pollution spillover connected with other regions is dynamic. In spring,
there are 13 regions that have air pollution spillover connected with other areas; in summer,
there are 7 regions; in autumn, there are 9 regions; and in winter, there are 11 regions.
First, the air pollution spillover among regions is stronger in spring, perhaps caused by
the influence of monsoons. Then, the air pollution spillover among summer and winter
is weaker. This may be caused by relatively stable atmospheric activity. Finally, the air
pollution spillover becomes stronger again in winter. Air pollution influences transport
from regions in North China to South China through the regions on the east coast of China.
This may be caused by the policy of centralized heating in northern China.

• From a spatial perspective, in general, the regions in North China often transport a
negative influence to regions in East China through air pollution spillover.

The air pollution spillover among areas in East China is weaker. They mainly receive a
negative influence from regions in northern China and central China. The reason, perhaps,
is that limited by the terrain on the east coast of China, the air pollution spillover in these
regions is weaker or undetectable. In addition, the areas in southern middle China and
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central eastern East China have stronger connections with regions in eastern China. The
reason perhaps is that the North China Plain and Huaibei Plain have topographies that
are suitable for air pollution spillover. Moreover, the cities in North China have relatively
developed industrial levels, and the cities on the east coast of China have relatively devel-
oped economic levels. Therefore, the cities’ regions in the North China Plain more easily
have a negative influence on regions on the east coast of China.

• There is a core region in the air pollution spillover network, and each season has a
different core region.

From the results of the analyzed motifs, the four seasons are found to have a center
motif, and the center motif has a core region. The core regions are different during the
four seasons. The core region in the spring is western East China, in the summer it is
northern East China, in the autumn it is northern East China, and in the winter it is
northern North China. This core region can transport air pollution to most other regions.
This finding shows that when controlling the air pollution spillover, it is not necessary
to treat all regions. The most efficient method focuses on air pollution emissions by the
core region. If we decoupled the core region from the other regions, the air pollution
spillover would be weaker. In addition, because the core region in each season is different,
a dynamic management mechanism should be established, and different seasons should be
treated differently.

In summary, this paper researches the features of air pollution spillover in all areas in
China. This provides a basis for air pollution spillover control on a large scale. However,
there is a lack of research on the law of air pollution spillovers between cities on a micro-
scale in this paper, which we plan to resolve in future studies.
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